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● Physics/engineering have the lowest 
percentage of women 

● To close the gender gap, we need 
18,000 more women to graduate with 
physics degrees

STEP UP aims to help close this gap

Percentage of Bachelor’s Degrees 
Earned by Women/Major

Source: APS & IPEDS Completion Survey



Future Scientist From the Beginning

Kindergarten 1st Grade 2nd Grade



“Oh, then you’re smart”

“I could NEVER do physics”

“Physics is SO hard!”

“AND you’re a woman”

“You don’t look like a physicist”



● Men & women achieve similar grades in high 
school & university physics

● Science & math achievement is nearly the same 
between boys & girls (varies more with country 
than gender)

● In U.S., girls age 6 are less likely than boys to 
believe that girls are ‘really, really smart’,” and 
avoid activities associated with being “really, 
really smart”

● The more a field is associated with intellectual 
ability, the lower the percentage of PhDs held by 
women

The Data: Academic Achievement 
& Bias

Source: Leslie et al., 2015



We need to 
cultivate a shift in 
thinking before 
college.

We need our girls to believe they can do 
physics as soon as possible.



Everyday 
Actions (for 

teachers)

Research-Based Curriculum

Lesson 3Lesson 2
Women in 

Physics

Lesson 1
Careers in 

Physics

Collectively the lessons work to build confidence, establish a physics identity, 
increase representation of women in physics, and break down barriers for women 

in physics. 



Lesson Features

Useful tips for teachers

- Questions to ask

- Ways to structure 
material

- Critical lesson 
components

Full presentations 
available (FREE)

Tips for addressing 
student responses

Critical Lesson 
Components: 

Aspects of the lesson that 
can’t be skipped (per 

master teachers)



Lesson Components

Intro
Critical 

Component
1. Students create 

physics career 
profile

2. Students share 
personal 
experiences 

1 & 2: Identify 
stereotypes and 

misconceptions about 
physics & those who 

do physics

Activity
1. Career Matching
2. Gender Gap Data 

Presentation

01 0302



01 STEP UP Lesson 1
Careers in Physics



● Discusses the tools, jobs, and opportunities that physics has to offer
● Focuses on the benefits to society & helping others
● Highlights surprising facts & data about the application of physics
● Helps students to envision themselves in a physics career

Overview & Purpose



Virtual Example



Career Matching

Students are matched with scientists that share the same interests & values students marked in the survey.

Scientist matches are predominantly female



Physics Career Profiles: Student Samples

Taryn
Career: Marine Biologist

Physics: Movement of 
creatures underwater

Palak
Career: Astrophysicist

Physics: Better 
understanding of 
universe & formation 
of planets

Lillie
Career: Family Lawyer

Physics: Problem-solving 
skills

“I was extremely surprised 
that physics was helpful 
for law”

Great to use at 
the beginning of 

the year!



STEP UP Lesson 2
Women in Physics 02



● Aims to identify stereotypes and prejudices regarding physics and who can do physics
● Introduce & discuss unconscious bias
● Highlight & discuss the research/data of women in physics
● Increase representation of women in physics

Overview & Purpose

Source: STEP UP WiP Lesson presentation - images generated from a google search of 
“famous physicists”



Effects of Discussing Gender in Physics



All Students Benefit
Both female and non-female students benefit from these lessons by improving students’ future physics intentions:

- Majoring in physics

- Pursuing physics-related careers

Credit: STEP Up Careers in Physics & Women in Physics Lesson Teacher Guides



STEP UP Lesson 3
Everyday Actions 03



● Tools for teachers to implement in their classrooms every day to encourage more 
young women to pursue physics

● Questionnaire to self-evaluate actions you take in/out of the classroom to promote 
equity

● Example scenarios between teachers, students, and other staff and how to have 
discussions about opportunities in physics

Overview & Purpose



Self-Questionnaire About Classroom 
Interactions

5 Different Action Areas:

● Talking to students individually

● Facilitating group work/labs

● Addressing the whole class

● Considering planning & assessing

● Actions outside of the classroom



Everyday Actions Examples

1. Encourage other teachers/staff 
(counselors) to recommend 
physics to female students

2. Provide parents with information 
about job opportunities in physics 

1. Avoid isolating women in 
predominantly male groups

2. Teach collaboration skills 
during/prior to group 
activities

1. Direct students toward clubs, 
camps, internships, etc.

2. Connect with students about 
interests & values

Outside the Classroom

Group Work & LabsIndividual Interactions

Planning & Assessing

1. Incorporate real world 
physics examples

2. Allow second chances for 
high stakes assessments



STEP UP Website

https://engage.aps.org/stepup/home


Curriculum Materials

Under the Curriculum tab, you 
can find the three STEP UP 
lessons

- Lessons are free to 
download & use



STEP UP Community

Optional: Sign-up (free)

- Access to STEP UP 
community (2.4K+ 
members)

- Virtual lesson adaptations
- Additional resources
- Discussions 
- Events



Summary
STEP UP aims to provide students (and teachers) with the tools to be: 

● Prepared 

● Empowered

● Inspired

● Resilient 

… in their future careers, physics or not. 

If every physics teacher encourages one female to pursue 
physics in college, there would be no gender gap in physics.



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 
Flaticon, and infographics & images by 
Freepik

Do you have any questions?

lauralusardi.24@gmail.com
715-410-7323

STEP UP Website: 
https://engage.aps.org/stepup/home

THANKS

Please keep this slide for attribution

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
mailto:lauralusardi.24@gmail.com
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